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RENORMALIZATION OF THE WEAKLY-INTERACTING SPIN
CHAINS IN A FIELD
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In quasi-one-dimensional magnets made of spin chains with the intrachain coupling J,
the much weaker interchain coupling J'« J may trigger the low temperature phase
transition. However, in high temperature the one-dimensional character of such systems
is responsible for observed phenomena. For example the maxima of the susceptibility in
some compounds can be connected rather with their low dimensionality than indicates a
phase transition. In some of the quasi-ID magnets such as (C6HnNH3)CuBr3 or
KEr(MoC>4)2 the existence of the long range magnetic order in low temperature is good
established, however, in others for example Yb4As3 [1] or UX3 (X = S, Se,Te) [2] it is
still an open question. So, it seems to be important to have a method which allows to
control the influence of the weak interchain interaction on the thermodynamic behavior
of quasi-one-dimensional systems especially in the presence of external magnetic field.

Recently, we proposed the method based on the linear-perturbation renormalization
group transformation (LPRG) [3] which can be applied to study broad class of the
weakly interacting spin chains. The LPRG method can be used to consider some
non-universal properties such as a location of the critical temperature or temperature
dependence of the thermodynamic quantities of the above mentioned systems. In this
note the LPRG is applied to find the temperature dependence of the susceptibility of the
anisotropic Heisenberg model in the magnetic field described by the Hamiltonian

~ Z ^ a ^ Z^<ij> Ĵ i,j £> i,j+l ~*~ Z/a 'M Z^<ij>o i,j o i+1 j t H L i J i

where a=x,y,z, the label / refers to rows and j to columns and K" = -Ja/kT. The
susceptibilities for two special cases (A) the ferromagnet with three different anisotropy
axes K7KZ = 0.9, Ky/Kz = 0.6, and (B) the uniaxial ferromagnet with Kx/Kz = Ky/Kz =
0.5 are calculated and presented in Fig. 1-5. The ratio of the interchain and intrachain
interactions is denoted by 5 = Ka]/ Ka (for 8 = 0 the Hamiltonian describes
one-dimensional (ID) system).

Figure 1 displays the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility % of the
ID model A for the field directed along easy axis z, and intermediate axis x. The
susceptibility is found to have the largest values for h 7 z and exhibits a maximum at the
temperature t = tm. This behavior is reminiscent-of that observed in UX3 [2]. The shift of
the susceptibility maximum under longitudinal field can be fitted satisfactory to a power
law tm - to ~ hu with v close to 2/3 for field small enough (Fig. 2). In Fig. 3 the
susceptibilities of the spin chain (8 = 0) and the system of the weakly coupling spin
chains (5 = 0.02) are compared. It is seen that ID maximum survives but this has
nothing to do with phase transition. In Fig. 4 the magnetic susceptibility of the ID
model B is shown. The temperature dependence of x IS different from that for the
model A but also in this case the shift of the maximum can be fitted to the single power
law with u « 0.58 for the field small enough. In Fig. 5 the model B with relatively
strong interchain coupling (8 = 0.2) in the longitudinal field h = 0, 0.02 and 0.05 is
presented. For h=0 the susceptibility has a singularity which indicates the phase
transition. This phase transition is destroyed by even small longitudinal magnetic filed
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and instead of the singularity one observes a maximum. However, in contrast to the
weak interchain coupling in the case of the "strong" interchain coupling the maximum
is a kind of the field-free phase transition trace.
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Fig. 1. Model A (8 = 0, ID): Temperature dependence of the longitudinal susceptibility. The
curves from bottom to the top are for ha = 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.03, 0.02 and 0.01, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Log-log plot of the maximum susceptibility Fig. 3. Magnetic susceptibility in the field
field dependence. The solid lines denote the curves: h = 0.2. Dashed line, one-dimensional
y = 1.66 + 0.66x and y = 0.78 + 0.46x. system (5 = 0); solid line, system of the

weakly interacting chains (5 = 0.01).

Fig. 4.

Model B: 6 = 0
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Fig. 5.

Model B: 6 = 0.2
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